We study the full history of the universe in the presence of inflaton, matter, radiation, and holographic dark energy. The time evolution of the scale factor is obtained by solving the Friedmann equation of the universe without artificial ansatz. We discuss that the second law of thermodynamics dictates the accelerating expansion of the dark energy dominant phase to the universe. In addition, we show that a dimensionless combination of three scale factors at the equipartition times of matter-radiation, radiation-dark energy, and matter-dark energy provides a universal constant which depends only on the dark energy constant d.
Introduction
The generalized second law identifying the area of an event horizon with the entropy the black hole was initially formulated by Bekenstein [1] . It states that the sum of ordinary entropy and one quarter of the horizon area of the black hole cannot decrease with time. This identification of the horizon area as the entropy of the black hole was supported by the presence of thermal Hawking radiation [2] with the black hole temperature T = k B c κ 2π , where κ is the surface gravity of the black hole. In Ref. [3] , the authors discussed that the horizon area of a black hole denotes the entropy of missing information behind the horizon by using Landauer's principle [4] . It seems natural to relate the area of an event horizon with the content of missing information since the horizon, by definition, is the boundary of information. Since the information always goes behind the horizon and never returns, the content of missing information must be a non-decreasing function of time, which corresponds to the second law of thermodynamics. On cosmological case, the de Sitter space has received a lot of attention. Gibbons and Hawking [5] have asserted that the generalized second law extends to de Sitter horizons, and detailed investigation [6] confirms this. The discussion were generalized to quasi-de Sitter spacetime [7] and to more general cosmological models [8] .
The thermodynamics in the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime satisfies its first law dE = T A dS A with identifying its energy as Misner-Sharp mass [9] at the apparent horizon in various theories of gravity, including the Einstein, Lovelock, nonlinear, and scalar-tensor theories [10] . This result strongly suggests that the relationship between the first law of thermodynamics of the apparent horizon and the Friedmann equation has a profound physical connection even in the presence of the cosmic microwave background radiation with higher temperature than that of the Hawking temperature of the apparent horizon T A .
The second law of thermodynamics, however, is not guaranteed to be satisfied with the apparent horizon. Rather, it would be natural to relate the second law with the future event horizon of our universe similarly to the case of a black hole. Following the analogy with the black hole case, we may assume the cosmological horizon area denotes the content of missing information. Therefore, in this case, the entropy bound formulated by Bousso [11] restricting the total degrees of freedom inside to its boundary area is inappropriate since the horizon area is not directly related with the total degrees of freedom of the universe.
Following the idea that the short distance cut-off is related to the infrared cut-off, the holographic dark energy model was first developed by Li [12] to explain the present accelerating expansion of the universe. The infrared cut-off relevant to the dark energy was shown to be the size of the cosmological event horizon. It was also shown that the holographic dark energy is stable under small perturbation [13] . The origin of the holographic dark energy is under investigations. The entanglement energy on the cosmological event horizon related to the Hawking radiation gives the dark energy of the holographic form [14] . It was also shown that the spacetime foam uncertainty relation of the form δl ≥ l α p l α−1 leads to the holographic type energy densities [15] . The holographic dark energy model was generalized to have an interaction with matter [16] and was constrained by using the supernova data in Ref. [17] .
The Penrose diagram of the universe with a holographic dark energy with equation of state −1 ≤ w < −1/3 was given in Ref. [18] . The event horizon is a surface such that any light departing from the surface cannot arrive at the origin however much time past. If one compares the two Penrose diagrams in Fig. 1 , one may notice that the region we live in is similar to the white hole region of the Kruskal spacetime for the following senses. First, the singularities are at the past. Second, the scale factor (or space size for fixed t) increases with time. Third, the asymptotic region (r → ∞) lies behind the horizon. If one observe the event horizon from the outside of a black hole, one may see a static metric and the black hole entropy us interpreted as the content of missing information behind the horizon [3] . In the cosmological case, we live inside the cosmological horizon and its area must be used to count the content of missing information behind the "outside" of the horizon. Naturally, this entropy (area) is not related with the total energy "inside" the horizon. Rather, it enumerates how much information of the universe can not be determined from the initial condition of the universe because of the information loss behind the horizon. In our point of view, the missing information must be related to the dark energy through the Landauer's principle [14] , which presents the holographic form of dark energy. Therefore, considering the second law for the universe, we assume that the cosmological event horizon provides the holographic dark energy. In this paper, we are interested in the role of the dark energy to the evolution of the universe.
In the exponential expansion of de-Sitter space, the distance to the cosmological event horizon R h is constant of time. In decelerating power law expansion, R h is present at infinity. Because of the two facts, it is likely to have a faulty conclusion: The decelerating expansion makes R h increase faster than the accelerating expansion. In fact, the situation is quite the opposite: The decelerating expansion makesṘ h decrease and the accelerating expansion increase. We show, in this paper, that the decelerating expansion can not go on for a long time since it leads to the decrease of R h eventually. In other word, the second law which restrictsṘ h to be non-negative, determines when the accelerating expansion should start.
In Sec. 2, we construct the precise cosmological model with a holographic dark energy by dividing the evolution of the universe into three phases, the inflation, the consecutive regime of the radiation dominated era (RDE) and the first half of the matter dominated era (MDE), and the consecutive regime of the last half of MDE and the dark energy dominated era (DDE). In Sec. 3, we describe the evolution of the physical quantities in detail for each phase. In Sec. 4, we summarize the results and discuss the physical role of the second law of thermodynamics.
Cosmological model with the holographic dark energy
In this paper, we consider the flat (k = 0) Friedmann universe which is favored by observations [19] and inflationary theory [20] . The model is described by the metric
, where a(t) is the scale factor as usual. We assume that there are four different kinds of energy densities in our universe denoted by the inflaton ρ inflaton , the radiation ρ r , the matter ρ m , and the holographic dark energy ρ h . Each energy density except for the inflaton has specific form of behaviors on the scale factor a(t) as
where the suffix 0 denotes the value at the present time t 0 and R h represents the distance to the future event horizon,
2)
The Friedmann equation of the universe with inflaton, radiation, matter, and holographic dark energy is given by
For later convenience, we define the portions of the energy densities at a given time t in the universe by
where the critical energy density is ρ c (t) = 3M 2 p H 2 . With this definition, the Friedmann equation (2.3) is rewritten as a simple form:
With the condition lim t→∞ a(t) = ∞, Eq. (2.2) can be casted into the differential forṁ
where the over-dot implies the derivative with respect to time t. If we identify the horizon area as the entropy of missing information of our universe behind the horizon, it must be a non-decreasing function of time,Ṙ h (t) ≥ 0. Therefore the event horizon is placed outside of the Hubble radius [R h (t) ≥ H −1 (t)] always. From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.3), a formula which relates the time derivative of the distance to the horizon with the portion of the holographic dark energy [21] comesṘ
This equation implies that the distance to the horizon is a non-decreasing function of time
Comparing Eq. (2.5) with Eq. (2.6), we define the number of e-fold N h (t) of the ratio of the distance to the event horizon and the Hubble radius,
Note that the second law restricts d to d ≥ 1 if the inflaton energy (cosmological constant) vanishes at a moment of time. In this paper, we investigate a possible consequence of the inequalityṘ h (t) ≥ 0 through the history of our universe. The Friedmann equation (2.3) is too complex to allow an exact solution. However, we can develop a good approximation of the evolution by dividing the history of the universe into three pieces: the inflation, the consecutive era of the RDE and the first half of the MDE, and the consecutive era of the last half of MDE and the DDE. The first phase is the inflation of exponential expansion (phase I) with scale factor
where a i is the initial scale factor at t = t i , H i = M 2 i /M P is the Hubble parameter with the energy scale M i of the inflation, ǫ is a short period of time denoting the reheating process after inflation. The number of e-fold of expansion is N ≡ H i (t f − t i − ǫ). During the inflationary phase, we ignore the energy densities of the matter and the radiation compared to the densities of the holographic dark energy and the inflaton energy. We also assume that there is absent of a time-independent cosmological constant. Therefore, the energy density of the inflaton field is relevant only during the inflationary period. At the end of the inflation (t f − ǫ ≤ t < t f ), there are complex transient phenomena such as preheating and reheating. Rather than dealing with these in detail, we simply assume that the scale factor does not change much during this period.
The phase II (t f < t ≤ t md ) is composed of the consecutive era of the RDE and the initial half of the MDE, where the subscript "md" implies the time of matter dominance. During the phase II, the universe is filled with radiation and matter. We ignore the densities of the inflaton and the holographic dark energy. Solving the Friedmann equation (2.3), the scale factor satisfies
where we scaled a(t) = a(t) a(t f ) so that it becomes 1 at the end of inflation, H f , ρ cf ≡ 3M 2 p H 2 f , ρ mf , and ρ rf are the Hubble parameter, the critical energy density, the matter energy density, and the radiation energy density at time t f , respectively. The integration constant x f is determined by the condition a(t f ) = 1,
Eq. (2.9) allows an explicit exact solution of the scale factor in time:
At the initial period of the evolution, the scale factor satisfies 1 ≤ a(t) ≪ ρ rf ρ mf . Then the scale factor becomes
where its zeroth order solution a 0 (t) is the traditional form at the RDE:
The transition from the RDE to the MDE happens when the scale factor satisfies a(t eq ) = ρ rf /ρ mf . After the transition, the scale factor in the limit a ≫ ρ rf /ρ mf ≫ 1 takes the form of matter dominated:
The phase II ends when the universe is filled with matter with Ω h (t md ) = Ω r (t md ) ≪ 1. Therefore, the time of matter dominance, t md is the equipartition time of the radiation and the holographic dark energy.
The phase III (t ≥ t md ) is the consecutive regime of the matter dominant era and the power-law accelerating era dominated by the dark energy. During the phase II, the radiation energy density is diluted enough so that it can be ignored relative to the dark energy and the matter in this phase. We deal with the phase III by using an exact solution as was done by Li in Ref. [12] . Li shows that the function y = 1/ √ Ω h satisfies the differential equation 12) where the prime denotes derivative with respect to log a. He also presented an exact solution to this differential equation for d = 1. For arbitrary d, the solution of the differential equation (2.12) was given in Ref. [17] ,
(2.13)
The integration constant x md is determined from the junction condition at t md . At the beginning of the phase III, the universe is in the MDE and the portion of the holographic dark energy is negligible, Ω h ≪ 1. From Eq. (2.13), it becomes
We fix the constant x md by comparing the values of Ω h (t md ) in phases II and III. Then, we have 15) where Ω h (t md ) and a(t md ) will be specified by the values in phase II. With Eq. (2.14), the solution of the Friedmann equation (2.3) becomes
where the value of τ 0 is determined from the condition that a(t) is continuous at t = t md . On the other hand, if the universe is in the DDE, the portion of the holographic dark energy is close to the unity. In this case, we have x md a ≫ 1 and, from Eq. (2.13), we get the portion of the holographic dark energy density
Now, the Friedmann equation (2.3) becomes, to the present accuracy,
The solution to this equation is
where t D is a constant of smaller scale than the typical value of t in the DDE and will be specified from the next order calculation and
Since x md is given in Eq. (2.15), Eq. (2.17) determines the asymptotic evolution of R(t) almost completely. By dividing the evolution of the universe into the three phases we get the evolution of the scale factor in a very accurate form. Especially, the energy densities of the neglected components are extremely small for each phases. Explicitly for the phase III (t > t md ), we show in the next section that the maximum value of the portion of the neglected radiation is given by Ω r (t md ) ∼ ρ rf ρ mf e −N h (t f ) at time t = t md . Therefore, the error of the present approximation is far smaller than any numerical solution. This is why we deal the solution with this somewhat complex form rather than take a simpler approximation.
Cosmological history
In the previous section, we have obtained the evolution of the scale factor of the universe with the holographic dark energy by dividing the evolution into three pieces and solving the Friedmann equation. In this section, we calculate the detailed evolution of physical parameters such as the energy densities, the distance to the future event horizon, and the Hubble parameters, for each phase.
The inflationary phase
As usual, we assume that the Hubble parameter in this phase is nearly constant,
At the beginning of the inflation, there may present some portions of matters, radiation, inflaton, and the holographic dark energy. During the exponential expansion of the scale factor, the densities of the holographic dark energy and the inflaton change slowly. However, the densities of the matter and the radiation decrease exponentially with time and at some time t i they become effectively negligible. We discuss the inflation starting from this time t i . For t ≥ t i , the portions of the energies satisfy,
where Ω hi ≡ Ω h (t i ) is the initial portion of the holographic dark energy. The portion of the inflaton energy at the end of inflation is
From the scale factor (2.8) and the definition (2.2), the distance to the cosmological event horizon during the phase I is
The parameter C is an integration constant to be determined from the initial portion of the holographic energy at time t i ,
where the second and third equalities come from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. At time t i , we have no criteria to specify the value of the portion of the holographic dark energy.
Since the distance to the horizon grows as time as in Eq. (3.2), the holographic dark energy will gradually be transferred to the inflaton energy to satisfy the equalities in Eq. (3.1). How can we determine the initial distance to the horizon R h (t i )? It may be determined by measuring the initial energy densities of the holographic dark energy and the inflaton field. Since Ω h (t) should be not larger than one, we have constraint for C ≥ d − 1. This restricts the value of d into
If initially the inflaton field is in its vacuum state so that Ω hi = 1, we may have the identity C = d − 1. For d = 1 in this case, we may have C = 0, which implies a permanent exponential inflation.
In the presence of the inflaton field, the horizon may not be kept at a constant distance but goes away. Therefore, it is natural to assume that the value of C is positive and the distance to the future event horizon grows during the inflation. At t = t f − ǫ,
where the the number of e-fold (2.7) of the distance to the horizon relative to the Hubble horizon at time t f − ǫ is
We also assume that a sufficient expansion of the horizon happens, e N h ≫ 1. In the presence of a fine tuning of d close to √ Ω hi , it would be possible that the distance to the event horizon does not vary much compared to the change of the scale factor. However, we ignore this possibility. Physically, this is correct since the density of the holographic dark energy is negligible just after the inflation. The density of the inflaton at the end of the inflation becomes
where
In the presence of a sufficient expansion of the scale factor, we ignore the second term of the right hand side of Eq. (3.5) and get ρ inflaton (t f − ǫ) ≃ ρ ci .
In reality, one should solve both of the inflaton field equation and the Friedmann equation to describe the inflationary period precisely. However, in this paper, we simply assume that there is an exponential inflation. In Ref. [22] , it was shown that there is an inflationary solution very close to this assumption with a single minimally coupled inflaton field.
At the end of an inflation, there happen many things such as preheating and reheating. We assume that the processes happen during the period t f − ǫ < t < t f . We do not deal with these processes in detail and simply present the values of the energy densities after the process. In fact, the quantites of the energy densities after the inflation depend on the detailed process of reheating. If the reheating process happens almost instantaneously (ǫ → 0; instantaneous reheating approximation), the total energy density does not vary much during the processes. Therefore, the physical parameters such as the total energy density, the Hubble parameter, andṘ h must be continuous at t f .
On the other hand, if the period lasts somewhat longer period of time (usually the universe during the reheating is assumed to be filled with the matter of inflaton oscillation), the Hubble parameters and the distance to the horizon at times t f − ǫ and t f are different from each other. The changes of these physical parameters should be taken into account in this case. Rather than calculating the changes, we write the resulting scale factor to be R(t f ) and assume that the densities of the holographic dark energy, the matter, and the radiation satisfy
where ρ hf = ρ h (t f ) is the density of the holographic dark energy at time t f . The holographic dark energy at t f − ǫ is exponentially small because of the exponential factor in R h . Therefore, the number of e-fold N h (t f ) in Eq. (2.7) becomes
Since the change of the e-fold of the scale factor during the reheating phase is much smaller than that of the inflationary phase, we may also use the condition for sufficient expansion of R h so that e N h (t f ) ≫ 1. Therefore, the portion of the holographic dark energy at time t f
is extremely small.
From RDE to MDE
Now consider the phase II (t f ≤ t ≤ t md ) which is composed of the whole RDE and the first half of MDE. At the end of the inflationary phase, most of the inflaton energy have changed to the radiation. During this phase, we ignore the holographic dark energy when we calculate the evolution of a(t). We calculate the evolution of the distance to the horizon simply as if we are in a Robertson-Walker universe with radiation and matter. The portion of the holographic dark energy density gradually increases and will be maximized at the end of this phase, t = t md . However, the maximal value is of the order of Ω −1 mf e −N h (t f ) justifying the present approximation to the accuracy.
The Hubble parameter in this phase is
At the beginning of this phase t = t f , the Hubble parameter becomes
where we use ρ rf + ρ mf = ρ cf . The holographic dark energy density is ignored in this equation.
In the instantaneous reheating approximation, both of the Hubble parameter andṘ h must be continuous at t f and we obtain the total energy density at the beginning of the RDE from the initial conditions:
For large N h (t f ), we have ρ rf + ρ mf ≃ ρ ci . On the other hand, if the period lasts for a non-negligible period of time, we use the assumption in Eq. (3.6), which leads to the inequality 12) where
denotes the portion of the matter energy at the time t f and ρ cf = 3M 2 p H 2 (t f ). From this point on in this paper, we assume that ρ rf ≃ ρ cf for simplicity and the stronger constraint
is satisfied with the parameters N h (t f ), d, and Ω mf . In fact, in the next subsection, it turns out that Eq. (3.13) guarantees the presence of the MDE between the RDE and the DDE.
If we have explicit model of inflation and reheating, we may determine H f and t f from the initial conditions. The densities of the radiation and the matter decrease as 1/a 4 and 1/a 3 , respectively. Therefore, the densities at time t become
14)
The transition to the MDE happens at time t eq when ρ r (t eq ) = ρ m (t eq ). The scale factor at this time is
Using a(t) in Eqs. (2.2) and (3.9), we obtain the distance to the horizon from Eq. (2.2):
where we use
Ha 2 = R h (t f ) and g N is given by
In the second equality, we use Eq. (3.13).
In the phase II, we cannot use the formula (2.6) because we have ignored the holographic dark energy to get the solution of the Friedmann equation. Instead, the density of the holographic dark energy is given by scaling R h (t) and it becomes
The phase II ends at time t md when ρ h (t md ) = ρ r (t md ). The scale factor at this time is
Interestingly, the scale factor a(t md ) is dependent on N h (t f ) rather than N . In addition, it is almost independent of the other physical parameters such as Ω mf . Using the approximate formula for a(t) in Eqs. (2.11), and (3.19) we get the time of full matter dominance, 20) Note that this time is dependent on N h (t f ) rather than N itself. The Hubble parameter (3.9) at this time is
The energy densities at t md becomes
At the time of matter dominance t md , we should have ρ r (t md ) ≪ ρ m (t md ). This provides the condition (3.13). The portions of the holographic dark energy, the radiation, and the matter at time t md are
The time derivative of R h iṡ
The second law of thermodynamics says that the value ofṘ h (t) should be non-negative. However, Eq. (3.24) becomes negative since a indefinitely increases with time. The time derivativeṘ h (t) vanishes at time t max where the scale factor becomes
If the universe is still in the MDE after the time t max , the distance to the horizon decreases for t > t max . This faulty behavior is due to the failure of the present approximation scheme ignoring the holographic dark energy in the phase II. Therefore, the holographic dark energy should be included before the time t max to have accurate solution of the Friedmann equation. Naturally, the phase II should not include this time region and we have the restriction a(t md ) ≪ a(t max ), which is respected by the condition (3.13).
From Matter Dominant Era to Dark Energy Dominant Era
At the beginning of the phase III, the portion of the radiation energy is already negligible (Ω r (t md ) ∼ dΩ
) and keeps decreasing throughout the whole evolution. The matter energy density dominates the first stage evolution. The portion of the holographic dark energy is negligible at the beginning, however, it keeps increasing throughout the whole evolution of the phase III. It is the same as that of the portion of the radiation at t md and becomes the same as that of the matter at t h (> t md ). In this sense, we ignore the radiation in phase III compared to the dark energy and the matter.
The portion of the holographic dark energy satisfies Ω h (t md ) ≪ 1 since we are in the MDE at this time. Since Ω h (t) is continuous at t md , from Eqs. (2.14), (3.23), and (3.19), we have
In this phase, it would be better to use Ω h instead of a as a parameter characterizing a given moment of time. From Eqs. (2.13) and (3.26), the relative scale factor a can be rewritten in terms of Ω h as,
(3.27)
From the Friedmann equation, the Hubble parameter becomes
(3.28)
The radiation energy density in the phase III is
(3.34)
The matter energy density is
The density of the holographic dark energy is
(3.36)
The ratio of the holographic dark energy and the matter energy density
) is independent of d and well met with the criteria Ω h + Ω m = 1. We may determine the parameters Ω mf , N h (t f ), and ρ cf from the present data of the universe. Let us set the present values of the holographic dark energy, the ratio of the densities of the radiation and matter, the Hubble parameter, the deceleration parameter, and the relative scale factor to be Ω h (t 0 ) ≡ Ω h0 , Ω r (t 0 )/Ω m (t 0 ) = r 0 , H(t 0 ) = H 0 , q(t 0 ) = q 0 , and a(t 0 ) = a 0 . Note that the deceleration parameter (3.37) is dependent on d and Ω h and independent on the other energy densities. Therefore, once we measure the deceleration parameter and the portion of the holographic dark energy at the present time, we may get the explicit value of d from
. (3.37)
From the ratio r 0 = ρ r (t 0 )/ρ m (t 0 ), we have
(3.38)
Using Eqs. (3.27) and (3.38), we may identify the e-fold of the ratio between the distance to the horizon and the Hubble radius,
(3.39)
From Eqs. (3.28) and (3.38), we get
(3.40)
In this way, we may identify all initial parameters at time t f from the data today.
Using the present data, Ω h0 ≃ 0.72 and r 0 ≃ 10 −4 , we may get more explicit value. For example, Eq. distance to the horizon to be non-negativeṘ h ≥ 0. A convincing evidence to this is given by comparing Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.30). The maximum value of the scale factor a(t max ) determined from the conditionṘ h ≥ 0 in phase II, is almost the same as the scale factor a(t h ) at which the transition to DDE really happens.
In Ref. [6] , the generalized second law of thermodynamics was studied with the quaside Sitter space filled with a viscous fluid in Einstein gravity with a cosmological constant. Interestingly, they showed that there is a process in which the decrease of the horizon area is supplemented by the increase of the matter entropy to satisfy the generalized second law. It is an interesting question to ask whether this process is possible or not in the presence of a holographic dark energy. In the absence of such process, the cosmological arrow of time becomes the same as the thermodynamical one because of the entropy interpretation of the horizon area.
